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SUMMARY

Llataare presented on the kinematic vi.scoeity, in the
temperature range – 60° to +S0” C, of pure liqwide
and of solutions of ‘animal m-k, cegetable oils, mineral
oilk, glycerk, and ethylew glycol in aaricuah wfreimkg
point sohmis. Ii is ghown that thz thermal coej%ient
of kinematic viscoiK”&Iu a function of the kinematic
viecoeiiy of the soluiiom of glycerine and eihylene glycol
in akohol~ is practically independent of the temperature
and the chmical compom”tionof the individual liqwids.
This issimitarly truefor the mineral cd group and,for a
limited temperature intend, for the pure aninml and
mgetableoi.k.

The e#iiiency of flmaphthol, hydroqwinone, and
diphenylamine to inhibit the change of viscody of poppy-
seed and linseed da WC%ako in~esiigated.

I. INTRODUCTION ●

This investigation was undertakw at the request
and with the fianciaI assistance of the NationaI
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, with the object
of fiding liquids suit.ablefor damping aircraft instru-
ments. It is an extension and expansion of the work
reported in TechnicaI Report No. 299. (Reference 6;)

An ideaI damping liquid for aircraft instruments
wotid be transparent, homogeneous, noncorrosive,
ccdorless, and stable in composition. It would not
solidify above – 50° C., its vapor pressure would be
10W,and above alI, the change in vkemity with tem-
perature wouId be smaIL While the above properties
were considered in choosing the liquids ta be investi-
gated, our measurements were confined mainly to the
kinematic visoosity (ratio of visoosity ta density) and
to the change of kinematic viscosity with temperature.
The determination of the absolute viscosities of these
Iiquids would have required additional experiments to
determine the change of the density of the Iiquids with
temperature. Such additiomd data were not consid-
ered essentkd beoause the resistance experienced by a
body moving in a Iiquid depends upon the kinematic
viscosity of the Iiquid rather than the absolute viscosity.

The liquids chosen for the tests vrcwesolutions of
selected animal oils, vegetable oils, and mineral oiIs in
m-xylene, tchwne and mineral spirits, and solutions of
gIycetie,and ethylene glycol in various alcohols.
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Data were obtained through the temperature range
+ 30° c. ta – 50° c.
The kinematic viscosity data for the above liquids
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and solufiiom are shown by curves, log10 ~ being .-

plotted against the temperature (8) of the liquid; n and ‘ -
Y. are respectively the kinematic viscosities at tem-
peratures-ff and ‘O” C. A study of
the data shows that a single curve
represents the thermal coefficient of
kinematic viscosity when plotted
against the kinematic viscosi~ of alI
of the solutions of the alcohol group.
That is, the thermal coefficient as a
function of the kinematic tisity is
practically independent of the tem-
perature and of the chemical compo-
sition of liquids of this group. This
is also true for the mineral oil group
andjin a limited temperature interval
for the pure animal and vegetable oil<

The effect of severed chemicals in
inhibiting the change of viscosity due
to the oxidation of poppy-seed oil and
linseed oiI, upon exposure to air end
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light for 590 days,-wss eIao investi- ~-- ~
gatd.

II. APPARATUS AND “EXPERIMENTAL ~ ~
PROCEDURE

IMETHOD
1 ->&

The tiematic *sity was meas- ——-- ---T-

ured b.y means of ticom-etem of the ~6cm

Ostw&i type, the desigg of which is “~~ti~:~,d~+
shown in Figure 1. The visoometer ~. ~W,km,=
is initialIy Med so that one of the uredforffie~surfaca
free surfaces of the liquid is at mark &S.U~titiM~K
m. The time of discharge t is the ~~hz ~d
time nec=ssxv for the surface of the
liquid to fall” from marks Ml to ilfa. The voh.une
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Q of the liquid discharged through the capillary
tube is then the vohme of the bulb included be-
tween these marks. The important geometrical fea-
tures! of these visoomekrs are as follows: First, the
discharging buIb consists of two ocnes and a cylinder,
aU of the same altitude; seoond, the base of the
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canes,the cylindricalportionof the discharging bulb,
and the cylindrical receiving tube are all of the same
radius.

THEORY AND CAIJBRATIONOF VISCOMETERS

The theory and method of calibration of the viscom-
eters have been further deve~oped and considerably
simplified over that given in the previous report.
(Reference 6.) This is given briefly. The discharge
of a liquid through a capilla~ tube may be expressed
by:

.Q=~ (1)

where Q= voIume of liquid in cms discharged in t

seconds,
r = radius of the capillary tube in cm,
P= effective pressure applied to the liquid to

produce the flow, in dynes/cm2,
p= density of the liquid in gramfcnd,
v= kinematic viscosity in c. g. s. units,

1,= the effective length of the capillary in cm,
It follows from equation (1) that

(2)

The effective pressure P in generalwill be the sum of
an external pressurep, and the pressurep arising from
the head of the liquid in the visccmet.er, If we define
P by the equation

P= Hpg

where His the effective head, and p the density of the
liquid, equation (2) will be written as

l&g_Ht
‘=x

then if

%,-f”

v= AIHt (3)

The effective head H can be evaluated on the basis
of PoiseuiI1e’s law for the OstwaId type vismmeters
with discharging and receiving bulbs of geometrically
know-n forms. The effective head H, for the type of
visccmeter used in this investigation (see fig, 1) proves
h be of the form:

H= h,+h

‘+”%%)+”,’’”(L$TJ ‘4)

where h. is the head due to the external pressure de-
fined by the relation p.= Mhe, p, being the externally

applied pressure, h is
()

1–~ times the head of the

liquid in the viscometer when half, by volume, of the
discharge has taken place, h, is the change in the level
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of the liquid in the receiving bulb or tube during the
disoharge. Here, a is the density of the atmosphere ~
at the level of the viscometer; for our purposes, the

-.( )factor 1– ~ may be regarded as equal to unity. The

derivation and the application of equation (4) wiU be ‘--
discussed b“ a separate paper.

The expression
v= AIHf

~3a) .:--z

hoi@ onIy for slow ratea of flow, that is for values of t
larger than tc. The quantity tc is affected by the form
of the vis&meter and must be determined experi-
mentally. For higher rates of flow, that is for tsmaller
than t., experience shows that equation (3a) must be.
replaced by

V=A&t–+ (5) “ ‘- “-

It is to be remarked that A, in fo~ula (5) dMers from
A, in fornda (3a).

It-k evident from the above that the calibration of a
given viscometer involvm the determination of t. and
of the, constants Al, A, and B. In carrying out the
calilxption, the discharge time t for various valum of _.,
His not~d for a fiquid of known kin~atic viscosity. .

.
Then ~ is plotted as the ordinate against ~ as the

—
ab&a. The. graph thus obtained will be composed
of t+o straight lines, one of zero slope in accordance..

with equation (3a) “md another of slope ~2 in accord-

ance with equation (5). The intersection of these Iines
.-

gives the value of $-; since v is known, tC follows.

Al and& are then th~ reciprocals of the intercepts of
the two lines, the horizontal and the inclined, with
the axis of the ordinates.

k“-i%is investigation 10 viscometers were used, all
similar in design to the one shown in Figure 1, except
for the diameter of the capiky tube. The calibration
constants of these in c. g. s. units are given ti. Table 1. _ . _.

The.”tinstants of the viscometera of smaller bore, t]lat
is V5,”V8, and V7, were determined using the viscosity
of water at 20° C. and 4° C?.as standards. The cali-
bration of the remaining Vciscometerswere made to
depend on VhjV6, and V7.

TABm L-CALIBRATION CONSTANTS OF’ ::. :.
VISCOMETERS

CriKml
vkJ?oJu.the of

&
AIH ALH ‘Bp* el

Vb
Vc
V7v,
Va
3v,
V4
V1O
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.27.9
2&2
a?’
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L 22sxlo+
.%IS2X1W
L668X10+
L2%0X10+
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L226X10+
LS44X1G+
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IXVE3TIGA’JXON OF

TEMPERATURECO?STIiOL

The apparatu~ used for the control
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of temperature
is shown in Figure 3 and diagrammatically in Figure 2.
It oonsists of a metal box sufficiently large to contain
three wiac.ometersand the stirring apparatus. The
design was such that if the upper surface of the box vvas
level the viscometers were held in a ~ertical position.
The liquid bath came weII above the disdmrgiug buIb
of the viscometer. This metal box was placed tith.ig
a wooden container sui3icientIy hinge to do-iv about
one and one-half inches thickness of inmdating material
between the two boxes. To observe the flow of the
liquid in the viscometers, rectmguhr openings of such
size and position as permitted the timing marks
(iIf, and M of fig. 1) of the viscometer to be seen -were
placed in the boxes. The openings in the metal box
were covered by hea~ plate glass, properly sealed to
the box to prevent any leakage of the bath liquid.
In the openings of the outer box were placed holders
containing four glass phites, separated by strips of
insulation. This arrangement proved stieient to
allow c~ear vision, w-M but little frosting of the glass
even at a bath temperature of – 50° C.

Ethyl alcohol was used for the bath Iiquid for tem-
peratures below 0° C., solid carbon dioxide being used
to cool the liquid. For temperature above 0° C.,
water and ice were used. Equalization of the temper-
ature was obtained by means of an electrically driven
agitator.’ The temperature was measured by a liquid-
in-glass thermometer, its bulb placed about on a level
with the mid-point of the capiLIary. The tempera-
ture at this point was found ta give within O.1° the
same reading as the aver~ve of those of two tJmrmom-
eters measuring, respectively, the temperature of the
upper and of the lower portions of the bath. -

This method of temperature control was an improve-
ment in two ways over that described in Technical
Report No. 299. It enabled the temperature of the
bath liquid to be lowered more rapidIy and made
possible lower temperatures.

EXPERIMENTALERRORS

The seve.d wmrces of experimented error axe the
uncertainty in the calibration, b the observation of
the time of flow, in the measurement.of temperature,
and in the drainage. Errora in the calibration of the
viscumeters probably do not exceed 0.5 per cent. It
is necessary to consider the errors in the measurement
of the time of flow onIy for smd values of the time.
The smalIest was about 10 seconds. TO reduce the
error in these cases, three or more measurements of
time were made at each temperature and the average
noted; for a time of flow of about 10 seconds, the
vakes usurdly agreed, to with 0.1 second. Hence,
it foIIows that in no case do errors in the measurement
of the time cause the tiosity determinations i% be in
error by more than 1 per cent.

~~

i

I

Temperature errors may arise in two ways: A tem-
perature gradient may exist along the capilhry, and
the average temperature of the bath may not be oon-
staut during the measurement of the time of hw.
Above 0° C. the temperatures at the upper and the
lower portions-of the bath did not differ by more than
1° C. and efforts were made tmkeep the aver%~etem-
perature constant to 0.5° C. Below 0° C. this was
more WicuIt, and then the temperature was taken as
the average of those read immediately before and after
the flow. In most cases the average did not differ
from either reading by more than 1° centigrade. .
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FmUrtEZ.--CYC6SWon d the sppmnhfmconholllng thetem~-
atnrnofthevkmmetera andIfqnidu

—
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Considerable error due to drainage is to be expected
with wry viscous liquids. All soIutions having a high
viscosity at ordinary temperature-become extremely
viscous at low temperatures. This being the case, the
accuracy of the measurements at high temperatures

exceedsthatof the measurements etIow temperatures.

If AQ is the amount of liquid remaimirg on the walls
of the disciharg@ bulb -whenthe meniscus of the liquid
reaches the lower timing mark, the fractional error of
the measurement of the time of discharge of volume Q!

AQ .
will be ~-d -ivedisregard the change in effective head

AQ
H. The~atter will be small compared tith ~, since

[ the effective head -ivasabout 19 cm. No estim-atahas
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Another source of error is due to the separation of Color---------------------------------- Lkht atra~..
the components of some of the.liquids at low ttipera- Odor---------------------------------- ?Normalrtnimaloil.

Condition------------------------------ Clear.ture. In solutions of poppy-seed oil and .of ~eat’s- Spec-&cgravityat 16.6°C--------------- 0.9232.
—

foot oil, in xylene and in toluene, there was endence SaponificationNo----------.------------ 193.8.
of a partial separation at low temperatures. This AcidNo------------------------------- 4.5.

separation caused the kinematic viscosity to increase Fraea@d (oleic),per cent---------------- 2.3.
with the length of time the solutiom were kept atv
these temperatures.

POPPY-SEEDOIL

A samplewas purchased without specifications from a ..
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE LIQUIDS wholesaledealer. This froze at – 15° C. to – 18° C. The

The following data are available concerning the kinematic viscosity at 30° C. was 0,499 c. g.s. units.
source and properties of the sampks of the individual The chemistry division furnished the following
liquids:

I

NEATW-FOOTOIL

\ analysis:

FIGURE8.—Tamperatore oontdripprudus

The neat’-foot oil wss purchased from Morris dz
Co. The sample is a ltwintered’) product known as
20° F. (- 6.7° C.) cold or flow-test ntiat)a-feat oil.
The sample froze at about –.lOO C, and had a kine-
matic viscosity at 30° C. of !3.632 c, g. s. units. A
sample of the oil was analyzed by the chemistry divi-
sion of the Bureau of Standards. Their report follows:

~lor ------------------------------ Lightiml.)er.
Odor------------------------------ Normalvegetableoil. _. ___
Wndition--------------------------- Clear.

-.

Specificgravityat 16.6°C------------ 0.9253.
.-

SwponilliationNo-------------------- 184.8.
Acid No---------------------------- 1.3,
Freeacid (oleic),percent------------- 0.7.
IadineNo---------------------: ----- 142.9.
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To this oil 1 per cent, by weight of hydroquinone was
added to reduce the oxidation (Cf. section on Semdar
lTmiations), and this mixture was used as a unit in
making up the solutions studied. Data obtained
show that the addition of hydroquinone did not
noticeably change the Enematic wiscosity or its rate
of change with temperature.

WmsxrwOm

This sample was a mineral oil purchased from the
Pioneer Instrument Co., and manufactured by the
Standard OiI Co. This oil is being used as a lubriwmt
on aircraft instruments and a solution with mineral
spirits is being used as a damping Iiquid in baIM~e
inclinometers. It was stated to have a pour point
of –40° C. At a temperature of –32° C. its fie-
matic viscosity approached an infinite value. At 30”
C. it had a kinematic viscosity of 0.185 c. g. s. units.

“ SUPERLA“ CLOOE OIL

This mineral oiI was furnished by the Aircraft
Control Corporation with the statement that it was
manufactured by the Standard Oil Co. of Indiana and
had a pour point of about –20” C. Its kinematic
viscosity was 0.342 c. g. s. units at 30° C. and its
kinematic viscosity approached irdlnity at – 28° C.

A solution of Superla clock oiI and mineral spirits is
being used by one manufacturer as a damping liquid
in ball-type inclinometers.

GLYCERINE(C:%(OH)S)

The density of the sample used was 1.244 at 25° C.
According to the International Critical Tablas (VO1.
III) this density corresponds to that of a sample
containing about 5.5 per cent water. Shi5ttmer’svalue
of the viscosity of gIycerol, as given in the Physico-
C%emical Tables (Vol. II), is 4.939 poises at 26.5° C.
Our determination of this quantity gives 3.82 poises.
The considerable dMerence between these two m.lues
is undoubtedly due to the water content of the sample.
The kinematic viscosity at 30° C. was found to be 2.3S
(!. g. s. Units.

E~Y_ GLYCOL((CH1OH)J

The sample used is a commercial product sdd under
the trade name “Eveready Prastone.” This sample is
believed to be free from the antiIeali compound now
beirqg added to Prestone. Its kinematic miscosity at
300 C. was found to be 0.107 c. g.s. units.

MINERALSPIRITS

Two differentsampk of mineral spiritsviereused.

One sample isa petroleum product known commer-

cifdlyasJrarnokne. It -wasused with Wdkins’ oil and
with neat’e-foot oiI, and had a kinematic viscosity of
0.0112 c. g. s. units and a density of 0.769 grams per
cms at 30° C. and infinite viscosity at a temperature
below – 60° C. This sample darkened on exposure
to light, indicating the presence of unsaturated com-
pounds.

The other sample, known as mineral spirits No. 9,
was manufactured by the Standard Oil Co. of Indiana.
It was used onIy as a solvent for Superb cIock ofl.
At 30° C. its kinematic viscosity was 0.0166 c. g. s.
units and its density 0.783 grams per ems. Its yis-
cosity approached an iniinite value below —60° C.;
during reduction to this temperature it remained clear.
It remained clear upon exposure to light for a period
of more than 12 months.

TOLUENE (~CHS)

The sample was manufactured by the J. T. Baker
Chemhd Co. The manufacturer’s label gave the
fonowing:

sp~a GtitY ---------------------------- 0-87.
Nonvolatilematte ----------------------- 0.001per cent.
Boilingpoint------------------------------ 111°C.
WE-------------------------------------- None.

The Hnematic viscosity at 30” C. was 0.00615 c. g.s.
unit~. The International Critical Tribles (VO1. III
and V) give a wdue of 0.00628 0. g. s. units for the
kinematic viscosity at 25° C. as compared to our
remdt of 0.00651 c. g.s. units at the same temperature.

XY’LEXE (META)(CWL(CHY)Z)

The foIIowingdata were obtained from the label of
the container:

NfolwWwtight --------------------------- U36.12.
Speci6cwatity----------------------------- 0.86.
BoiIingpoint------------------------------- 13S0-1390C.

At 30° C. it had a kinematic viscosity of 0.00670
c. g. s. units and, at 25° C., 0.00707 c. g. s. umitsl
while the value at 25° C., given in the International
Critical Tables (VOl. III, 1928, and J’, 1929), is 0.00700
c. g. s. units. It froze at – 54° C. and became cloudy
at about – 20° C.

METHYL ALCOHOL (C!HIOH)

The sample was of reagent quality. The manufac-
turer’s label gave the folIow%gg:
Re=tion --------------------------------- Neufml.
Nonvolatile mterid ---------------------- 0.002 per cent.
CMoroform (Chub) ----------------------- 0.01 per cent.
Mdehydm ________________________________ 0.000 per cent.
IZmm’reumstic substance ------------------ 0.000 per cent.
Reducing substanws ----------------------- 0.000 per cent.
Acetone @atones) ------------------------- 0-000 per cent.
Specific gravity 25°/250 C------------------ Not over 0.790.

It was found to have a kinematic viscosi~ of 0.00667
at 30° C. The International Critical Tables (Vol. I,
1926) gives the melting point as – 97.8° C.

ETHYLALCOHOL(GHJOHI

The aIcohol used had a kinematic viscosity at 30° C.
of 0.0149 C-g. S. units; at 0° C. of 0.0290 C.g. s. units.
Comparing these rmdts with the values given for the
viscosi@ in the Smithsonian Physical Tables (1927),
we conclude that this sample must have contained
about 6 per cent mater.
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n-PROPYLALCOHOL (GHIOIZI

The sample was purchased from the Eastman
Kodak Laboratories as of the chemically pure grade.
From the International Critical Tables (Vols. III,
1928, and V, 1929) we obtiin the following: Specific
gravity at 25° C,, 0.8060; kinematic viscosity at 25° C.,
0.0245 C.g. S. units. Our value for the kinematic vis-
cosity at 25° C. is 0.0244 c. g, s. units. The same
tables (Vol. I, 1926) give the melting point as – 127° C.

n-BUTYLALCOHOL (C+H~OH)

The sample was purchased from the Eastman Kodak
Laboratories, Two grades of the chemical are avail-
able; one is known as technical and has a boiling point
of 114° to 118° C.; the other-is the purer product and
has a boiling point of 116° to 118° C. The technical
grade was used in the tests. ._

The density of the sample at 20° C, was 0.810 grams
per ems; its kinematic viscosity at 30° C. was 0.0269
c. g. s. units; at 25° C, was 0.0304 c. g. s, units. The
International Critical Tables (VOIS.III, 1928, and W,
1929) givee data for the absolute viscosity and density
from which we obtain the value of 0.0310 c. g. s. units
for the kinematic viscosity at 25° C.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

KINEMATICVISCOSITY
The kinematic viscosity of the following solutions

was determined in the temperature range + 30° to
-50” C:

{
Mineral spirits,

Neat’s-foot Ofi---- ~oluene

{

Xylene (meta).
Poppy-seed oil---- ~oluene

Superla clock oil-- ‘Mineral spirits No. 0.

(Methyl alcohol,

[-

Ethyi alcohol.Ethylene glyco~--- ~ ~ropyl alcohol

n-Butyl alcohol.

In most cases five different concentrations of each
were investigated, namely, O, 25, 50, 75, and 100 per
cent of one of the components.

The experimental data on the kinematic viscosity
of these Iiquids and solutions are presented in Table II

and in Figures 4 to 16, inchive, loglo~ being plotted

against temperature; POand VOare, r~pectively, the
kinematic viscosities at t?” and 0° C. The composi-
tion of each solution and the kinematic viscosity at 0°
are stated in each of the figures. The data me tlma
sufEcient to compute the kinematic viscosity at any
temperature within the range. In computing the

ratio, ~~ the values of V6were computed from the

.
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obs~ed values of the time of flow (b) at the tempera-
ture 6, by ‘means either of formula (3a) or (5), depend-
ing upon whether tewas larger or smaller than t,. The
time of discharge for 8= 0° C. was not usually observed
but was determined graphically from the values oft in
the neighborhood of 0° C.; simiIarly for ta,

It will be noted that the kinematic viscosity is
giveg_in “c. g! s. units,” which means that the units .._ ._.
useti the calculation are the centimeter, the gram
of mass, and the second. JTiscosity in poises is ob-
tained by multiplying the kinematic viscosity in
c. g. s. units by the density in grams per cubic centi-
meter.

A Mmptimn of the solutions as regards the rclative ____ .. .
variations of their kinematic viscosities with the temp-
erature may be made thus: Select an appropriate
value for the kinematic wk.cosity at some one tempera-
ture, say 30° C., and determine for each solution the
~ncentration at which its kinematic viscosity has this
vake, This caR be done by a graphical interpolation
between the values given in Table II, log10vwbeing _
plotted against the concentration, From Figures 4 to., . . . ..
16 determine the values of nl =Iog10~, corresponding to

these concentrations and to each of a selected series of
temperatures, inckling 30° C. This genera~y requires
interpolation. In some case9 the interpolation can be
made directly from the figures; in others it will bc more __,

convti,ent to plot loglo ~c ag~st the ~n~ntration for

each soIution and for each of the selected tempe~a-
tures, the proper values being read from l?igure~ 4 to
16, and to use these new curves for determining the
valu~ of nUfor the desired concentrations. From the
values of no those of V4cari be determined by means of

the relation log10~ = nl – na~,VWbeing known. This

procedure may be repeated for each of the selectid
value9 of Vao.

Having selected a value for VSOand determined the
corresponding concentrations, the value of the tem-
perature at which the kinematic viscosity of any one
solution is a stated multiple (z) of vSOmay be deter-
mined thus: From the proper curves of E’igqres4 to 16 “”’

read the value of Ioglo~ for each concentration; in-

creaseeach by loglo z, obtaining the value of loglo‘~,

seek _cn each curve tie @mperature correspon$ng to. . .-—.
the value of loglo~ = log,. ‘~; plot these temperatures

against the concentration, and from the curve so ob- -.
tained read the temperature correspond@g to the con- .,,,.
centration defined by the value seIected for V80. Re-
peat forothervaluesof z,forothersolutions,and for

othervaluesse~ectedforPa.
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The data of Table III were obtained by this method.
In Table III the solutions have been divided into three
groups as indicated by the braces: (a) AlcohoLic solu-
tions; (b) mixtures containing mineraI oils; (c) mixtures
containing animal or vegetudle oil. R will be noticed
that if a series of mixtures within a single group (a)
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J.4 %/% c
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Row 16.-Mect of tanpemtureon h Mnemath vf.vodty of aolntfone of ethgl-
ene glycof and n-butyl alcohol. q end V.are the kinemetic viscctdtics of the Ifqold
ats @%n tanmerature (de.sieneted by 8) and at 0°0.

and (b) all have the same value for Pm,they wiUalso rdI
have essentially the same vaIue for w, whatever value f?
may have withimthe range + 30° to – 6.0 C, where the
value of – 8, depends upon the solidifying point of the
mixture. Less exactly, the same holds true for
group (c). Furthermore, the diRerences between
groups (a) and (b) are slight, whfie that between them
and group. (c) is large at the higher temperatures, but
at low temperatures is small.

COMWl%lMl titiit “ADRONAtiICEl
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TABLE 11.—KINEMATIC VISCOSITY OF LIQUIDS AT~00c.AND 00cm
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TABLE lZ.-KIKi3l~ATIC VISCOSITY OF LIQUIDS AT
30° C. AND 0° C.-Continued

T.mm HI.-EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON
KINEMATIC VISCOSITY -—.—— .
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SECULAR VARIATIONS

Certain oils, notably poppy-seed and linseed, oxidize
comparatively rapidly when exposed to the air, and this
oxidation is accompanied by a progressive increase in
the kinematic viscosity. The addition of small
amounts of certain substances, such as fl-napthol,
hydroquinone, and diphenylamine, called antiosi-
dants, are known to retard the oxidation in many
cases. Consequently it seemed desirable to study
the secular variation in the kinematic viscosity of
solutions of these oils containing a small amount of
antioxidant. Hydroquinone is insoluble in linseed
oil (reference 4), but. can be dissolved in poppy-seed
oil by first dissolving it in ether, adding that solution
to the oil, and then removing the ether by heating to
about 60° C. The other two antioxidant can be
mixed readily with either ofi.

One per cent of antioxidant was”added to the oil,
and the mixture was dissolved in m-xqdene in various
proportions.

About 100 crn.a of each solution was kept for 690
days in a bottle open to the air and exposed tQ day-
light, but protected from dust. The liquids were not
agitated, The kinematic viscosity of each of the
solutions waa measured at intervals during the ex-
posure. As a certain amount of the xylene evaporated
during the exposure, the weight of each of the solutions
containing xylene was brought up to its original weight
by the addition of xylene before determining the kine-
matic viscosity. This proc.edur.edoes not take account
of the change in weight through oxidation, but the
error so introduced in the viscosity measurements is
in all probability small in comparison with the effect
due to oxidation.

The quotients of the kinematic viscosity of each of
these solutions after various intervaLsof time divided
by its initial value are given in Table IV. It is iwidint
that in all casea the kinematic viscosity changes more
slowly at the beginning than at the end of”the exposure.
Owing to the induction period, the same is true of
the oxidation. (Cf. section on Oxidation.) It is also
evident that only for the solutions of poppy-seed oil
containing hydroquinone is ths viscosity suflkiently
constant for practical purposes. The color of the
poppy-seed oil solutions was initially a light amber;
during exposure it changed to a deep red brown, making
the solution unsatisfactory when high visibility is
required.

&alyses of the mixture of poppy+eed oil and
hydroquinone that had been exposed for 590 days and
of the untreated oil that had been stored in a closed,
opaque container were made by the chemistry division.
The iodine number for the unexposed sample was
found to be 142.9; that for the exposed sample 141.0; the
acid content for the unexposed was 1.3 per cent, for
the exposed 1.8 per cent. Tlmse values indicate that
the oxidation wassmall. This comparison is justified

since Lewkowitsch (referance 5) statm that an oil
pro~ted from moisture and light k stable. —.

TABti IV.—CHANGE OF KINEMATIC VISCOSITY WITH “---” : ‘:-
TIME OF LIQUIDS CONTAINING ANTIOXIDANTS

Math kInemritIavkcc.dly
*;
-. 7..

t- Llquida ,Time (day%)

Olte

. 80Mlone Mb19-napMhd
1!

~- i%lutiona wit-h diphenylamine

L&2 afL lfllrmr”cent;
Lfnse&a, 76Reric S%??% z:::::::
- d M per ee-ml xylene, S) per cat . . . . . .
Poppy-seal Oa, 100percen~ qlene, Oy cent..!
Poppy-seed oil, 76per cent; XYme, U w cent --’

poppy-swI o~ w per oent; ulener 60w.r -t--l

1.00 i.16
l.co 1.26
LCKI L47
Lm L 17
~. :.

Lco 1.01
Lm L01
1.al .W

:% i.ie
im i%
La) LO)
Lm Lx
LOI LX

.
t .THERMAL COEFFICIENT

-
m)

4..2a

1:2
zoo
La
&16

L 14
1.m
1.06

!?.39

:%
L 96
6.10
9.s

—.. . —

.. .

,.
.
<.:

. ...

-
—~ ,..

The thermal coefficient R of the kinematic viscosity
is detied by expression (7) ..,

,—
.
;.

(7)
. . . .

whi~~ie equivalent to (8)

B+oge:
0

(8)

That-is, for each point of the curves of Figures 4 to. ~
16, R is the product of the slope of the curve at that
point _rnultjplied by 2.303, the factor required to
conv@t common to Napierian logarithms.

~ :. EC-VRELATION
—-.

The slopesat the points correspondingto various

temp~atures were deterlninedgraphica~y. When R “-”
was plotted against 9 the points did not deviate from a
smooth curve by more than 2 per cent. Values of
log@ ~?ereplotted against associated values of loglo v.

It ‘w’As“found that all pointi so determined for the
alcohofic solutions (of glycerine and ethylene glycol)
lie closely RIonga single smooth surve. Figure 17 and _.
GEof Figure 19 show this curve for values determined
at OUand 30° C. VaIuea for tempemtures from 0°
to –40° C. fdl on this same curve. These vahs were
not i.nduded in the figure.

Th points determined for the mineral oil group at -
0° and 30° C. lie aIong a second smooth curve. (GM
of figs. 18 and 19.) For temperatures below 0° C.
the cue for this group of liquids shifts to the right;
that is, B increases with decrease in temperature.
Curve CDof l?igure 18 gives its position for” --40° C.

,..

—
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The points determined for the animal and vegetable
oils, inch.d.ing those derived from data given in the
Smithsonian PhysicaI Tables (1927), for soya-beau
oil at 30° C., olhe oil at 10°, 15°, 20°, 30°, and 40° C.,
and castor od at 15°, 30°, and40° C. lie along a third
curve; and those for m-xylene, tchene, and mineral
spirits at + 30° C.j 0° and – 15° C. Iie along a fourth
curve differing but little from GrJ. @g. 19.) The
points for the 50-50 solutions of animal and vegetable
oils axe much more scattered, but suggest a curve that,
is flatter than any of the others. Excepting these solu-
tions, the individual points do not ordinardy depart
from the curve by mom than 10 per cent in R, au
amount that is negligible for aII practical purposes.

Thus within an error of 10 per cent in 1?, there is,
for the range 30° to – 40° C., for each of the groups
of substances-(a) the akohol group and (e) the sol-
vents rn-@me, tuluene, and mineral spirits-and
for the range 30° to 0° C., for each of the grcups-
(b) mineral oik group and (d) the pure snimal and
vegetable oils-a definite reIation betwea R and r;
a relationwhich isindependent both of the chemical

constituentsof the varioussubstauc- and e.dutiona

/0.0

9.8

2.6

94

Q 9.2
+
=
-9.0
S
o
Z&8

8.6

8.4

8.2

8.0

8.0 8.2 &4 8.6 8&

*givengroup,allsolutionsthathave thesame valueof ...—
~atany one temperaturewillak have the same value
~t any other common temperature. This may also

be seen by inspection of Table III. For the mineraI
iI group in the ramgeof temperature from 0° to – 40° C.
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B’IGOILXlS.-Relatlon of thermal cm13ielentR of kinematic vfsemfty snd t@ khw
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fnHnematic vfwcofty per d- csntfgmde md wE h & g.s. nnffs

the fact that at any particular temperature B is a

functiqn only of v leads to the same conclusion that
cII solutiom of this group having the same vahe of
v at any one temperature will also have the same value
at any other common temperature.

From the curves of F~gre 19 it k evident that at
temperatures above 0° C’. the due of R for a given

kinematic viscosityissmakt for the pure animal and

veget.abIe oils group (d), and that”for sohtions of

mineraI oilsgroup (b),itissomemhat ks than for the
aIcoholic solutions group (a). For some of the pure
tial and -mgetable oils B remains less than for
solutions of groups a and b even when the temperature
has been reduced to – 15° C.

.-

..-
—.—.—
..

.

.. .

.... . .(Zogn R) +10

FIGOSS17.—ReIatlonM thetimsl c&%clentROfkfnwmtfovhmsftyand the
ktnematfo vfscmfty r for the alcohol gronP of Iiqutds. R h the rehthe c-hnm
fn kfnematk vfscmity LWrdegree ~tfgmde nndrk h C.g.s. TUIUS

included in each group and also of the temperature.
That is, within the limitations stated, the complete
curve showing the relation between Y and @ can be
constructed for any of the Iiquids when its vrdue of v
is known at any’ temperature; or, in other words, for

E-4 RELATION

The variation of R with the temperature 8 is shown
by typical curves in Figures 20 to 23. Those of F~ure
20 are typical of solutions of the aIcohol group (a);
those of Figure 21, of the mineral oiI group (b); those _
of Figure 22, of solutions of mind and vegetable oils
in m-~leue, tduene, or in mineral spirits; and in Figure .-
23 are several curves pertaining to the three groups,

-
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the liquids being so chosen that for each of the curves
A, B, and C, and also for each of the curvw D, E, and
l?, the kinematic viscosity at .30° C. is the same.

AII these curves are, as should be expected, char-
acterized by a rapid increase in R as the solidification
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FIGUEElg.—Rel&tkm of the thormd eoafficfant Rof kfnematio
vfwwf~y and the kfnmrratio vL%Aty Yfor the a%frnal off and
vagetibfa oll groop of Ifqnfda. R fs tha relativechangein
kharnatio vfamaity per degraa csntfgrade and v fafn~ g. a. unibr.
The range of tempwatrues raprasented fe hum W k 40? C. for
the pum oifa and from –l@ to +WP 0. for the solnt[om and
aolveata. Tha dotted line GE fa fat the aloohol group from
m 17, GM fm the -rti oil group from Ffsnra IS

point is approached, but the change in slope of the
curves is particularly abrupt in the case of solutions of
the animal and vegetable oils (figs. 22 and 23, curve F]
which, when pure, solidify not far below 0° C. The
temperature at which this abrupt change occurs may
be called a critical temperature (6.). Though, of
course, rather indefinite, it varies quite reguIarly with
the concentration of the solution. Iri Figgre 22, the
several valuw of O, lie in the neighborhood of the
points E, F, G, H. Below that temperature the solu-
tion becomes more or kss opaque, indicating the
separation of something from the solution. That this
change is progressive is shown by the gradual increase
in the kinematic viscosity at comtant temperature, the
rate of change depending upon the temper@re.

V. SELECTION OF LIQUIDS

KINEMATIC VISCOSITY

IDEALREQUIREMENTS

In so.far as the kinematic viscosity is concerned,

that damping liquidis the beat for a given aircraftuse

which has a suitablevalue of PM and for which log ~
v&o

remaimi the sr&Jlestthroughout the temperature range

+30°~to –30° or ’40° C.
Th~ most suitable value for vaOwill depend upon

the m~hanical characteristks of the par~cular instru-
ment with which the liquid is to be used. Its deter-
mination lies beyond the scope of this paper,

From expression (8), (9) follows at once

(9)

—

.. ,—,

-<. - :-=.

.-

vvhere,nl is the area inclosed”by the axis of tmnpera-
ture, Me ordinates at 300 and F, and some one of _. ...
such cti~ as are given in Figures 20 ~. 23... S.@cg, ~ ~
the ny~”Acal valui of R increases as the temperature
decre~s, the requiremen~ that ~, shd be as small as ““-
possib~ for a given value of VMdemruids that “the “~u~ ~..

I i 1 1 1 1 I t
./6

.;4

./2

./0

.02==~ ~

\
o
30— m /0 0 -io -20 -m . -40

:= ,—.

Temperofure, “C “

FIGUBE ~,–Effect c1 temperature on the thermal catlldent R of kfnematfo
vf93JdtY Ofethyl- glywlathyl ulmhoI SDM,ione.R b there]atf~ame in
kfnematfo vfwmlty per degree wnt!grade. Skrrllar ourves a-mobtdmed for the
other Ifqafda of the alcohol ~OUp

(8, 1?) curve shall be reasonibIy flat throughout the
range 30° to 0°, and that 1? be small at 30° C.; that is,
that R be reasonab~y small throughout the- range. ___
But it has been shown (Cf. section on Thermal Co-
efficient, that within a given group (a, b, d, e, and,
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kss exactly, c) the vahe of R for a wide range of
temperat~e is very cIosely determined by the value

R

-.
i%p-erofure. “C

FrovBI21.-EtTectof temperetuzecmthethwmdcoef6cbtR of kb?lUStlC

vfsmdty of WilHm’ ofi-minerai spirits solrItions.B is therehtirechangeh
kfnemetic vfscoslt~ per degres mtfgrade. SinrSar curves are obtafned fcmthe
other Ifqtide of themlwaioilgroup

of 9 done; hence all members of the group that have
the same value for VMwill hav~ nearIy the same vahe
of nl. The choice, therefore, r&t.sbetween the groups

R

T’erofure, “C

FIUOT.E22.-EffeCtOftSIIlmttlrSonthetkm.d&cfat R ofkiWrEBtfC X&

ecdty of neat’sfcat otMoinene sohtlone. B h therelatire &snge hr kinenretfc
V- w @zes cenffmde. Note the fntfeetfon in the crlrres at the @nts
merked E, F,& ~d H. TIM bdlWfCUfSehfUS&d9tiCUfthBSlliMS i~d

Wgetable on soIutions

rather than between the individud members of a
group, ahthough the small difference betieen the
latter, as illustrated in Table HI and in Figure 23, may

under certain conditions be worth considering. The
dues of R for the various groups have aheady been
compmed.

SPECIFIED61NEMATICVLSOOSITY

The concentrationsof mixtur-eshaving a specified

kinematic viscosityat 30° C. may be found from
Table III, which also gives an indication of the way
v varies -withthe temperature.

h order to find the concentrations of mixtures
having a specified Enematic viscai~ at some speci.fwd

30 m 10 0 -/0 -Z’tl -3 -40
Temperufwe. ‘C

FB3UEL 2S.-Cwm9 iihowing the varfstiim in the effect of temWAIUS en the

thermal Coamr2fentR ofMnexnatiuVkceityof two grorIp3 of licluide the klne-
rnetfcvfsmdtyof wf.rfchhtheseme at W C. The Ietarqnentfty h O.IOYGg. s.
units for curva A, B,andCendO.lWc.g.s.tib forwes D.E,ud F. R
fs the refstive chenge fn kinematic vfwmlty H degna cedgrade.

temperature other than 30° C?,proceed thus. From
the appropriate figure (17, 18, or 19), depending upon
the group of tidures in which you me interested, fid
the value of R corresponding to the specifiedmdue of

F. With this value of R and the specilied tanperature
enter that figure (2o, 21, or 22) in which is given data
for a liquid of your group and, by interpolation,
determine the concentration. Then from Table II or
Table III determine the value of VWfor the concentra-
tion of this spec.hd mixture, and then from the same
tables find the concentrations of other mixtur- for
which ~aohas the same value. (Cf. Section on Ex-
perimented Results.) Th=e, having all the same
vaIue at 30° C.l d alI have practicality the same
value (that speci.fml) at the specifted temperature.
If the specfied temperature is below 0° C., R should
be determined from Figure 18 by interpolation.

SPECil?liILI CONCENTRATION

The value of 91 for a solution of specfied conceg:

tration can often be obtained by interpolation be-
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tween the values of Table III. In other cases ob-
tain the appropriate value of 90from Table II and the

appropriate ne= log10~ from Figures 4–to 16, inter-

polating in each case, as may be necessary. Then w
is determined by means of (10)

Ve= v~antilogloN (lo)

OTHERFACTORS

Besides the kinematic viscosity, to which the pres-
ent investigation has been mairdy restricted, other
factors mush be considered in choosing a damping
liquid. These factors may in some cases be of suf-
ficient importance to cause the rejectionof a liquid

that would be idealfrom the standpointof itshe-

matic viscosityalone. Thus, solutions”of glycerine

tindof ethylene glycolare relativelyunsuitablefor

instrumentsthat have to be soled by means of gas-

kets,but are quite suitablefor those using an all-

gIasscontainer.

In the followingparagraphs some of the more im-

portantof thesefactorsareconsidered,in many cases’

togetherwith theirpertinencetothe solutionsstudied

in thiswork.
TRANSPARENCY

It is known that the lightermineraI oilproducts

willdarken in time upon exposure to Iightifunsatu-

rated compounds are present. Two samples of min-

eralspiritswere used in thiswork. One darkened in

colorso as to become nearly opaque; the other re-

mained clearin coloraftercmer 12 months’ exposure,

a good portionof tie time in sunlight,

HOMOGEN~Y

In selectingthe solutionsto be studiedin thiswork,

considerableweight was given to the miscibilityof

theirconstituentsat low temperatures. The kine-

matic viscositywas measured only of thosemixtures

which remained homogeneous solutions down to

– 10° c.
Those solutions of glycerine and of ethylene glycol

of which the kinematic viscosity was measured re-
mained miscible from + 30° to – 50° C. or umti
freezing occurred. This was a3so true for the solu-
tions of mineral oil in mineral spirits, but not for the
solutions of mineral oil in tcluene or in xylene, which
showed a gradual crystallization of the echent at low
temperatures, As the temperature was lowered the
animal oil and the vegetable oil solutions all showed
a gradual separation and freezing of some of the com-
ponents of the oil, the amount of separation at any
temperature being dependent on the length of time it
was kept at that temperature.

The folIowing solutions were miscible at room
temperature, but separation took place at a tempera-

ture above – 10° C., and no determination of the
viscosity was made: -.

In-propyl alcohol.
Neakfoot oil in.- n-butyI aloohol.

acetone.
i “.

I

n-propyl alcohol.
Poppy-seed oil in-. n-butyl aloohol.

acetone.

I

acetone.
Gljcerine in .----- toluene.

n-butyl alcohol.

CORROSION

In order that a liquid may be satisfactory as a
damping liquid it must notiorrode metals with which
it may come in contact. The corrosion is usually due
to acids present in the liqtid. In general, both
animal and vegetable oiIs contain acids, which in-
crease~ amount with age if the oiIs are exposed to thg
air and light. The factors affecting the change in
acid content are discussed in connection with oxida-
tion in another paragraph. It was found that brass
was corroded in a few hours by a mixture of neat}s-
foot oil and xykme though neither the neat’s-foot oil
nor the xylene aIone caused corrosion. Steel balls
corroded when seaIed in glass tubes nearly IiIled with
this solution. Etid.ently the xykme acted as a cata-
lyst and hastened the formation of acid,.-.

.- .. VAPOR PRE9SURE

—

. .

In cioosing a damping liquid to be wed in open ...
containm consideration should be given ta its vapor
pressure; other factors being equal, the liquid with
the lowest vapor pressure wiX evaporate. the slowest.

OXIDATIONANDANTIOXIDANTS
The unsaturated fatty oils,of which poppy-seed’

oiland Linseedoilme typical,aresubjectto oxidation

upon exposure to the air,with an accompanying in-
crease, in wiscosity and acidity. The unsaturated
fatty oil is primmily oxidized into a peroxide

(=::=:)
which is decomposed by heat into aide- _ .-

hydes which are further transformed into acids by the
absorption of oxygen. (Reference 1.)

—

Th~ oxidation usually shows two stages-the in-
ducticm or incubation period, during which the rate
of oxidation is very slow, and a second stage in which
the rate is much more rapid. SeVerrdfactom i.nfhmnce
the duration of the first stage. Yamaguchi (referenco
2) in his report of the action of antioxidants in the
oxidation of unsaturated fatty oils, using olive oiI and
castor.oil, gives data which indicates that the logmithm
of thq. period of induction is nearly linear with the
temperature. The rate of oxidation is affected by. ,.
light, moieture!” increase in oxygen concentration, _

..—. .—

tempei.ature, citaIysts, acids, electrolytes, and is
usually accompanied by a darkening, a change ix
color, in odor, and in taste, the appearance of waxes}
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hardening, and other changes in phyaicaI and chemi-
md properties. (Reference 3.)

The determination of both the decrease in the iodine
value and the increase in the acid content appears to
be the best method for memuring the rate of osidation.
The iodine -due is a memure of the amount of double
bonds present in the unsaturated compounds. (Ref-
erence 1.) The primary oxi~tion into the peroxide
resuIts in a decre=e in the iodine vahe. The decom-
position products absorb oggen and form acids, with
a resultant increase in acid content.

The addition of an inhibitor or antioxidant to the
oil retards the rate of oxidation, or even stays it for a

period. From the results of Yamaguchi here appear
to ba two kinds of inhibitors. (References 2 and 7.)
He finds diphenylhydrazine and hydroquinone irihibit
oxidation in such a way as to increase the induction
period by an amount which depends both on the
amount of antioxidant used and the temperature of the
oiI. After this period, oxidation proceeds as if no
antio.sidant were present. This leads to the con-
chsion that these rmtioxidants, diphsmylhydratie
and hydroquinone, must be entirely absent from the
oil before the oxidation can start and that the presence
of even a very smaU amount of them can inhibit
the oxidation very effectively. Yamaguchi found
hydroquinone to have an inhibitory power superior to
that of the other. A mere trace of hydroquinone is
suilicient to lengthen the period of induction great.ly.

The inhibitive action of a-naphthylami.ne and diphe-
nyhunine is different in that they do not alter the
period of induction but do 10WWthe rate of oxidation
considerably. The lowered rate of oxidation grad-
ually increases with time until it finally becomes that
of the untreated oti.

In the pr=ent work it was found that the addition of
one per cent of hydroquinone to a m-.xylene sohtion of
poppy-seed oil inhibits its osidation to such an extent
that its viscosity changd only a few per cent in the
course of 59o days. (See Table IV.]

W. CONCLUSIONS

In choosing a damping Iiquid for use in aircraft
instruments the folloting factors must be considered in
addition to the proper value of the kinematic viscosity:
(a) Usefti temperature r~me, (b) transparency, (c) ho-
mogeneity, (d) corrosion, (e) vapor pressure, and (f)
chemical stability. In this instigation data were se-
cured principally on the kinematic viscosity of selected
liquids and solutions in the range – 60° to + 30° C.
The range of temperature in which agivenLiquid may be
useful is thus determined. Data on the other factors
were obtained onIy incidentally except that the effact of
certain antioxidant on the kinematic viscosity of solu-
tions of poppy-seed oiI and of linseed oil were inwd-
gated. One, hydroquinon~, was found to be eftective.

The results on kinematic viscosity may be mmma-
rized as foILows:

(1) For each of the alcohol and mineral oiI groups of
the liquids tested, a single curve representa the rela-
tion of the thermal coefficient of kinematic -rixoaity
to the kinematic viscosity. @’ige. 17 and 18.) This
relation is independent of the composition of the
individual hquids and mixtures and, within the range
+30° to 0° C. for the mineraI oil group, and +30°
to – 40° C. for the aIcohol group, of the temperature
of the liquid. This relation is ah true for the group
of pure snimd and mgetable oils within the range 30°
to o“ c.

(2) For the threegroups of liquids testedno one liquid
or adution in a particulm group had a therrmd coeffi-
cient at a given kinematic ticosity which varied more
than 10 per cent from that defied by the curve for the
group.

(3) At the higher temperatures the pure animal and
~egetable oils have, relatively, the smaLIesttthermil
coefficient of kinematic viscosity. The coefEcient of
the mineraI oil group is Iess than that of the aIcohol
group but the difference is alight.
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